
-note paper will be provided

Have FOUR different color pens or 
highlighters out to help organize your 
notes! 



A clause = group of words containing a subject and a verb

Independent clause = 
can stand by itself as a sentence; complete thought 
with a subject and predicate
ex: She buys food. 

Subordinate/dependent clause= 
can only be part of a sentence; can’t stand alone
ex: When Ms. Ro goes to the store

When Ms. Ro goes to the store , she buys food. 
She buys food when Ms. Ro goes to the store.



Grammar Notes
Conjunction: a word used to connect other words or groups of words

Coordinating Conjunction (CC): (FANBOYS) 
● connects similar kinds of words or groups of words 
● connects two independent clauses to make compound 

sentences

comma comes before conjunction 
Independent Clause ,  CC   Independent Clause

ex: Ms. Ro wore a jersey to the game,  and she brought her beanie. 
         independent clause                        independent clause



Coordinating Conjunctions: 
FANBOYS to join sentences….. 

For show reasons 
                   like the word because 

And similar ideas or meanings

Nor express negatives

But w/ contrasting/opposite ideas or meanings

Or  to offer choices or decisions

Yet to show a different outcome/result

So to show cause & effect                                    
               like the word because 



(cont. Grammar Notes) 

Correlative Conjunctions: pairs of conjunctions that work 
together

both …. and
either … or
neither … nor
not only …but also
whether … or 

Examples: 

This cookie contains neither 
chocolate nor almonds. 

He not only ran a lap but also lifted 
weights. 

*Make sure verbs are in same tense. 



Subordinating Conjunction: connects two ideas by making one idea 
a subordinate clause > subordinate clause : cannot stand alone

Example:
Independent clause                         subordinate clause

Some people do not like her because she never listens. 
*because: subordinating conjunction

> no comma before a subordinating conjunction!

subordinate clause      independent clause

Because she never listens, some people do not like her. 
> use a comma after a subordinate clause if it starts the sentence! 



SUBORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS:
● begin subordinate clauses(dependent clauses) 

○ (dependent clause =  incomplete thought) 
● introduce reasons, contrasts, and conditions
Ex:
Art students should visit Paris because it has excellent art museums. 

independent clause (IC) subordinate clause (SC)

Because it has excellent art museums, art students should visit Paris. 

subordinate clause                                   independent clauseIC   SC   (no comma)

SC , IC   (with comma) 



SUBORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS

adjectives: describe 
nouns/pronouns

What kind/type? How 
many/much? 

adverbs: describe verbs, adjective, or other adverbs
Why? Where? When? How? In what manner? To what 
extent?

People: 
● who
● that

Things:
● which
● that

Time: 
● after
● as soon as
● before
● since
● until
● while
● when
● whenever

Reason:
● as
● because
● because of
● since

Condition:
● as if
● even if
● if
● unless

Contrast:
● although
● even though
● though

Purpose: 
● in order that
● so that



SUBORDINATE Clauses:
serve as adjective or adverb clauses

adjectives: describe nouns/pronouns
What kind/type? How many/much? 

adverbs: describe verbs, adjective, or other adverbs
Why? Where? When? How? In what manner? To what extent?

Ex:
Art students should visit Paris because it has excellent art museums. 

   independent clause subordinate clause

The subordinate clause 
serves as an adverb clause 
because it answers “Why?” 
students should visit Paris



Directions: for each underlined subordinate clause, label 
as an adjective or adverb and why….. 

1. A friend of mine, who studies Japanese, is going to travel to 

Japan. 

2. Martha always gets A’s because she studies hard.

3. We went home after the dance ended. 

4. I went on a hike which was very calming. 

5. She played with her dog that was hyper. 



1. A friend of mine, who studies Japanese, is going to travel to 
Japan. 

adjective - describes the friend
1. Martha always gets A’s because she studies hard.

adverb - tells us reason why she gets A’s
1. We went home after the dance ended. 

adverb - tell us time when they went home
1. I went on a hike which was very calming. 

adjective - describes the hike
1. She played with her dog that was hyper. 

adjective - describes the dog





Grammar : 
Conjunction Notes

Name (last, first): ___________________
Ms. R
English  / Period: ____



A clause = 

Independent clause = 

Subordinate/dependent clause= 

When Ms. Ro goes to the store , she buys food. 
She buys food when Ms. Ro goes to the store.



Grammar Notes
Conjunction: 

Coordinating Conjunction (CC): (FANBOYS) 

Independent Clause ,  CC   Independent Clause

ex: Ms. Ro wore a jersey to the game,  and she brought her beanie. 
         independent clause                        independent clause



Coordinating Conjunctions: 
FANBOYS to join sentences….. 

For

And

Nor

But

Or

Yet

So



(cont. Grammar Notes) 

Correlative Conjunctions: 
both …. and
either … or
neither … nor
not only …but also
whether … or 

Examples: 

This cookie contains neither 
chocolate nor almonds. 

He not only ran a lap but also lifted 
weights. 

*Make sure verbs are in same tense. 



Subordinating Conjunction: 

Example:
Independent clause                         subordinate clause

Some people do not like her because she never listens. 
*because: subordinating conjunction

>_____________________________________!

subordinate clause      independent clause

Because she never listens, some people do not like her. 
> _________________________________________________________________! 



SUBORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS:
______________________________________
______________________________________

Ex:
Art students should visit Paris because it has excellent art museums. 

_____________________ _____________________

Because it has excellent art museums, art students should visit Paris. 

____________________              _____________________



SUBORDINATING CONJUNCTIONS

adjectives: 
______________________________
________________

What kind/type? How 
many/much? 

adverbs: ______________________________________
Why? Where? When? How? In what manner? To what extent?

______________: 
● who
● that

_____________ :
● which
● that

____________ : 
● after
● as soon as
● before
● since
● until
● while
● when
● whenever

____________ : 
● as
● because
● because of
● since

____________ : 
● as if
● even if
● if
● unless

____________ : 
● although
● even though
● though

____________ : 
● in order that
● so that



SUBORDINATE Clauses:
___________________________________

adjectives: ________________________________
What kind/type? How many/much? 

adverbs: __________________________________
Why? Where? When? How? In what manner? To what extent?

Ex:
Art students should visit Paris because it has excellent art museums. 

   independent clause subordinate clause



Directions: for each underlined subordinate clause, label 
as an adjective or adverb and why….. 

1. A friend of mine, who studies Japanese, is going to travel to 

Japan. 

2. Martha always gets A’s because she studies hard.

3. We went home after the dance ended. 

4. I went on a hike which was very calming. 

5. She played with her dog that was hyper. 


